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Personnel status

Senior

Zain-ul-Abdin

Thomas Nordström

Verónica Gaspes

Jerker Bengtsson

PhD students

Essayas Gebrewahid

Uzma Saeed (An open PhD
student position!)



Add

We are even looking for a research engineer to work in an european
project related to a new ST manycore architecture.
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Halmstad’s role in Hipec

Software

Code generation from CAL
to manycores.

Dynamic analysis of mapping
of actor models on
manycores, with a focus on
power consumption.

Hardware

Hardware architecture analysis
with a focus on how to use
heterogeneity for energy efficiency.
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Progress

Code generation

Essayas has a working prototype of a code generator that takes
actor machines (by Gustav) and generates C (actions and a
scheduler). He is also experimenting with Pthreads, just to test
scheduling a network.

There is a spinoff project (STAMP) that plans to use part of this
work for a C backend for commercial manycores. There is a
publication planned and it can be included as Hipec exploration
while Hipec specific architectures are being implemented.
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Future

Code generation

Explore how to extend LLVM to support manycore features
like interconnection networks and memory models. The
purpose is to have a backend for CAL down to this level that
then can be mapped directly to EIT and ePuma.

Explore the Delite framework from EPFL and Stanford to see
how suitable it is for manycores and whether it could be used
our tool-chain.
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Future

Dynamic analysis

Design space exploration for mapping and partitioning CAL
programs on different architecture models. The purpose is to be
able to take into account some characteristic features like
interconnection networks, memory models, specialized instructions,
function blocks and granularity.



Progress

Architecture

Worked on a taxonomy of heterogeneous manycore architectures.
The study has lead to the belief that heterogeneity will be an
important concept for parallel computer architectures in times of
dark silicon.



Future

Architecture

Evaluate various levels and forms of heterogeneity for
embedded streaming applications.

Impact of heterogeneity and dark silicon on the
network-on-chip.


	 

